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How to best share External Login Tokens accross Business Processes
When executing a business process I'd like to share the Login Token from an external system retrieved via one of
my business operations across multiple process instances. This means I need to persist the token somewhere.
What would be the best approach/pattern to implement this?

The primary idea I had was to store the token and a timestamp in a persistable object and then write a
single method in the Business Operation that retrieves the token. The method returns either the token from the
persistable object, or if the timestamp is older than say one hour, it calls the external system to get a new token
and returns that (and of course updates the persistable object).

Alternative ideas are:

- Model the Business process such that it first tries to make a call to the external system and if it fails then the token
may be expired, then make a call to get a new token, and then retry the first call. This sounds a bit cumbersome to
me though, especially Ensemble is processing multiple messages per minute.

- Model a separate business process that just retrieves a new token every hour and store this in a persistable
object. The primary business process then always retrieves from this persistable object and never initiates a call to
retrieve a token from the external system itself. Also I don't need to persist a timestamp then.

- Would it be a good idea to use the credentials object instead of a custom persistable object? Of course than I
cannot implement any solution that uses a timestamp.
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